For those who make the World™ Safer

Our family of brands

STANLEY Security is the leading global provider of security and life safety systems.

STANLEY Security represents a global network of resources, state-of-the-art technology and a culture dedicated to excellence, where its employees have the expertise, the equipment and the processes they need to deliver the finest integrated security solutions in the industry.

We currently cater for the World’s largest retailers, financial service institutions, education, industry, government, commercial and major transport and logistics companies to local businesses throughout the UK. The Customer First Team set the highest standards of monitoring, service, maintenance and training. Our national call centre is based in the UK and is in constant contact with our engineering team to quickly respond to your needs, anywhere in the UK.

STANLEY Assure™ is the finance solution for customers wishing to benefit from up to date technology without the risks of ownership and with evenly spread, manageable payment terms.

The concept is simple, in return for an agreed, manageable and regular payment covering all aspects of your security requirements, STANLEY Security provides you with the very latest security technologies combined with a service and monitoring package that is specifically tailored to meet your individual business needs – not just for now, but also in the future.

Benefits

- Benefit from having the best security technology and services without the need to own equipment outright
- No need for a large, upfront capital outlay
- Easy budgeting with clear visibility of monthly payments
- Flexibility to adjust the terms of the agreement as your own business circumstances change
- Wide range of flexible service options
- Ease of dealing with one provider for equipment, services, and finance

Looking for advice and guidance on how to safeguard your business against fire?

Book a **FREE** complimentary site assessment.

0161 406 3445

Contact us

Stanley Representative:
Tel – 0161 406 3445
Email – info@stanleysecurity.co.uk
Website – www.stanleysecurity.co.uk

STANLEY Security Solutions Limited
Registered in England and Wales No. 181585
Registered Office: Stanley House Bramble Road Swindon Wiltshire SN2 8ER
VAT No. 232 2446 95
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Fire Suppression Systems

Protect your unattended or remote business locations and assets against fire with STANLEY Fire Suppression Systems.

For those who make the World™ Safer
We understand that it’s not always possible to have a human presence to guard against fire risks due to their location or nature of the application. Our clever suppression systems detect any potential fire hazard or change of temperature and prevent the fire from spreading, causing further damage to your property.

Do I need a fire suppression system?

If you have an area or asset that is left unattended due to its nature, or has a high fire risk, then it would be a fire suppression system should be considered as a part of your fire risk assessment.

What does a fire suppression system do?

**DETECTING THE FIRE**

Due to the unattended nature of many of these assets and locations, normal fire detection systems will only signal an alarm when the smoke or flame has already moved from the originating site. This can increase the potential damage to the surrounding assets or move quickly to any adjacent rooms or buildings.

Our systems have detection tubing which is fitted close to the application(s) at risk and are sensitive to ambient changes of temperature, smouldering or flames and will rupture to discharge the relevant pre-appointed agent.

**EXTINGUISHING THE FIRE**

Part of the thorough consultation that STANLEY Security provides, is to assess and install the right type of extinguishing agent for your property. Some of the options include;

- Novec 1230
- CO2
- ABC Powder
- BC Powder
- AFFF (Foam)
- Other extinguishers can be supplied

We have various sizes of tubing that ranges from very slim and flexible enough to coil around electrical panels to heavier tubes connected to pipework, structured around larger more industrial equipment, all designed to detect and suppress at the very source of the fire.

**Where can a fire suppression system be used?**

Some examples of where the fire suppression systems can be applied are;

- **POWER GENERATION**
  - Wind turbines, mobile electrical generators

- **KITCHEN ENVIRONMENTS**
  - Restaurants, Hotels, Canteens

- **INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT**
  - Fork lifts, engine protection for machinery, industrial processing equipment

- **ELECTRICAL ENCLOSURES**
  - Electrical distribution cabinets, process control cabinets, communication racks

- **MATERIAL STORAGE**
  - Fume cupboards, chemical stores, flammable material stores

- **CNC MACHINES**
  - Robotic welding machines, injection moulding machines, machining centres

- **TRANSPORT**
  - Trains, boats, Buses – engine compartments

**Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>ODP</th>
<th>Atmospheric Lifetime (years)</th>
<th>Global Warming Potential (GWP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halon 1301</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novec 1230</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Choose STANLEY for environmentally safer suppression

Many of the historic fire suppression system were installed with Halon 1301 and FM200, which are known to be ozone depleting gases. Here at STANLEY, we have chosen to install our fire suppression systems with an environmentally safer gas – Novec 1230.

If you need to replace your existing Halon or FM200 system with our environmentally safe Novec 1230 solution, get in touch with our fire suppression experts.

Want to make the world a safer place?

If you have an area or asset that is left unattended due to its nature, or has a high fire risk, then it would be a fire suppression system should be considered as a part of your fire risk assessment.